Twentieth Annual Musical Soirée

Friday, April 16, 2010
7:00 PM
Tsai Performance Center
Boston University
685 Commonwealth Avenue

Owe Walter: Int a Begripe
Frantz Casseus: Romance
Leo Brouwer: Estudio Simples No. 6
Leo Brouwer: Berceuse, Cancion de Cuna

Charles Paxson, guitar

Ignacy Jan Paderewski: Menuet, Opus 14 #1

Cynthia Bradford, piano

Margaret Clemens: Boston Rainstorm

Margaret Clemens, piano

George Gershwin: Rhapsody in Blue

David Bradford, piano

>>> Intermission <<<

J.S. Bach/Charles Gounod: Ave Maria

Bo Cloud Cao, cello
Arash Yazdanbakhsh, piano

Mack Wilberg: Come Thou Fount of Every Blessing

Jan Marie Andersen, soprano
Stephanie Hatch, alto
David Bradford, piano

Friedrich Seitz: Student Concerto No. 2, Opus 13, first movement

Elizabeth Barris, viola
David Bradford, piano

Classical Trios arranged by Lennie Niehaus:
  Franz Schubert: Moment Musical
  Ludwig van Beethoven: Minuet
  Traditional: There is a Tavern in the Town

Carol Carveth, clarinet
Christina Prested, trumpet
Andrew West, trombone

Georges Bizet: Farandole from "L'Arlesienne Suite #2"

David and Cynthia Bradford, piano

David Bradford
April 22, 2010